Oregon dairy farmers not only take care in producing high quality milk for everyone to enjoy, they also take pride in caring for the environment. Our dairy farm, like other Oregon farms, is home to various wildlife species, such as fish, birds, fox, deer, elk and more. Take a look at this farm and see if you can find and color the wildlife and other items listed below that are often found on an Oregon dairy farm.

Blueberry bushes  Cows  Kittens  
Mountains        Calf        Grapes 
Apple trees      Farm family  Truck  
Hay              Strawberries  Salmon 
Horses           Windmill    Chickens  
Geese            Barn        Tractor  
Fox              Milk tanker  
Deer              Silos  
Elk                 Dog  

Contents adapted from Polly Pride’s Activity and Coloring Book courtesy of Washington Dairy Products Commission.